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Federal Reserve Notes, 1914 Series
By Thomas C. Bain,

During the last few years I have made a very exten-
sive study of the Federal Reserve notes of the 1914 Series,
both red seal and with White-Mellon signatures. While
making this study, I looked over several large collections
of Federal Reserve notes of the 1914 Series, and for
several years I also looked at all the Federal Reserve
notes of the 1914 Series that dealers had at the A.N.A.
Conventions.

While doing this, I noticed two distinct types of Federal
Reserve notes, 1914 Series, with red seal and Burke-
McAdoo signatures. At one of the A.N.A. Conventions, I
discussed these notes with the late Mr. Nathan Gold of
Cleveland, Ohio, and asked him to see what he could
find concerning them in the Treasury Department the
next time he was in Washington. He visited Washington
soon after the convention and wrote to me that he had
checked with the Treasury Department. There he found
that there were two issues of the Federal Reserve notes,
Series of 1914, with red seal and Burke-McAdoo signa-
tures of the $5 through $100 notes.

With the knowledge that two distinct issues existed, I
immediately tried to find as many issues as I could from
the 12 Federal Reserve Banks and of the $5 through $100
notes. I was very fortunate in being able to check the
collection of these notes in the collections of Mr. William
A. Philpott, Jr., Dr. C. F. Miller and Mr. Amon Carter.
Jr.

Most of these notes from all 12 Federal Reserve Banks
have been observed in both issues from the $5 through
$100 notes. A chart was kept of all notes observed in
order to establish the rarity of the two issues from the
various Federal Reserve Banks. I have observed about
as many of the first issues as I have of the second issue
from the Federal Reserve Banks of New York. Phila-
delphia, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas City.
The first issue seems to be the scarcest from all the other
Federal Reserve Banks. As I have said before, I have
not observed all of these issues and some may not exist
today, since most of these notes were turned in and de-
stroyed many years ago.

By now you are probably wondering how to distin-
guish between the two issues. The first issue has a large
(bank geographic number) numeral in the lower left-
hand corner and upper right-hand corner of the note.
The second issue has the above large (bank geographic
number) numeral in the lower left-hand corner and
upper right-hand corner but a small (bank geographic
number) numeral has been added to the lower right-
hand corner and upper left-hand corner. All of the
above notes in uncirculated condition are scarce. It may
be several more years before the exact scarcity of the
various denominations from the 12 Federal Reserve
Banks is established.

To cover my complete study of the Federal Reserve
notes, 1914 Series, I am including below the article that

S.P.M.C. No. 112

was published in the December, 1958 issue of The
Numismatist, copyrighted by the The American Numis-
matic Association, from whom permission to reprint it
herein was granted:

Several years ago W. A. Philpott, Jr. of Dallas dis-
covered there were three types of Federal Reserve notes,
Series of 1914, with the White-Mellon signatures. Since
no publication was available that I could refer to on
these three types, I decided to make a study and try to
find out in what order they were issued and the Federal
Reserve banks that issued them.

As I had quite a number of these notes myself and
had access to two extensive collections of these White-
Mellon notes, it was not too difficult to figure out the
order in which the three types were issued. In my cor-
respondence with many dealers and collectors, they have
asked me to explain the three different types as not much
attention has been given to them to date.

The first issue seems to be the most common. It has
a large numeral (issuing bank's geographical number)
in the lower left-hand corner of the note as is shown
on the $10 note on page 111 of the second edition of
Paper Money of the United States by Robert Friedberg.

The second issue has a small numeral in the lower left-
hand corner of the note as is shown on the $20 note on
page 112 of the same book. The third issue has the
two seals the Treasury seal and the Federal Reserve
district geographical seal) approximately one inch closer
to the central portrait and a large (bank geographic
number I numeral in the lower left-hand corner of the
note, but somewhat higher and a little more to the left
than in the first issue.

From the study I have made to date there is no doubt
but that these notes should be considered as being three
different issues instead of three types. The study indi-
cates that the first issue was used from approximately
June 2, 1921, to approximately December 31, 1926. This
is the most common issue and the notes from $5 to $5,000
are known. It looks as if the second issue was printed
from January 1, 1927, through December 31, 1927.
Notes of the second issue are known from $5 through $50
notes. However, it does not appear that all Federal Re-
serve banks issued all denomination notes of the second
and third issue as many are not known to exist at the
present time.

The rarest of all of these notes is the third issue which
seems to have been issued from January 1, 1928, to
June 1, 1928. Apparently very few of the Federal Re-
serve banks ordered notes printed for them during this
period as these third issue notes from only a few of the
Federal Reserve banks are known.

In my study, conversation and correspondence with
other collectors, it seems that only nine Federal Reserve
banks issued the $5 denomination of the second issue;
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only five, the $10 denomination of the second issue; only
four, the $20 denomination of the second issue; and only
two, the $50 denomination of the second issue. There
are no notes of the second issue above the $50 denomina-
tion known.

There seems to be less on the third issue, as only five
Federal Reserve banks issued the $5 denomination; only
four, the $10 denomination of the third issue; and only
two, the $20 denomination of the third issue. There

Data on Jamaican

are no notes of the third issue above the $20 known to
exist.

It is my desire to bring to light as much information
as possible on these notes, so I would appreciate all cur-
rency collectors checking their notes with the White-
Mellon signatures and advising me what they have in
the three issues so that all pertinent information may be
made available in the future.

Currency Needed
By Jerome

Ray Byrne and I are just finishing a booklet on Jamai-
can coinage and currency. We badly need any data that
any collector can supply on Jamaican currency as well
as specimens of each note for photography.

Mr. George Sten has supplied me with a listing of
some fifty-five notes issued for Jamaica. He has indi-
cated that there may be more. I have the 5 and 10 shil-
ling notes and 1, 5, and 10 pound notes showing Queen
Elizabeth II and the inscription "Issued under the Bank
of Jamaica Law 1960." These are the current notes
now in circulation.

Please advise me what Jamaican notes other than the
1960 notes you have in your collection and their condi-
tion according to the classification below. By knowing
the condition, I shall be able to make a more accurate
priced catalogue. Please specify the date of each note,
also. My address is Box 183, 2900 Quatre-Bourgenois,
Quebec 10, P. Q., Canada.

Even though the first edition of our catalogue may be
in print by the time you read this, please send your data
anyway, for we will include it in the second edition.
Please, everyone who has Jamaican notes or any data
about them, write to me, but do not send the notes.

This catalogue, by the way, will be published by Mr.
Al Almanzar, Milam Bldg., 115 W. Travis St., San An-
tonio, Tex., sometime during the summer of 1966 at
$1.50 or less. Neither author will take any royalties
for his work so that the price can be kept as low as
possible. The catalogue will include a complete listing
of the early counterstamped coins, the coinage of 1869-
1966 and the tokens. Prices and mint figures will be
given.

Grading Classification of Paper Currency
for Jamaican Catalogue

The condition of a note is a result of the wear or use
it has received. A note may be absolutely crisp and show
no folds, but it can have any of the following defects:
pin holes; torn or missing corner; one or two small
tears; writing in ball point or ink pen; stains due to
paper clips, etc., and not due to soil.

These defects should not lower the grade of a note.
They should be mentioned after the condition of a note.
For example: "extra fine with a few pin holes, two num-

H. Remick

hers written by ball point pen, and small stains due to
paper clips." The above defects, because they are not
directly attributable to gradual wear but are caused by
an external force, cannot be placed in a system of note
classification which is dependent on the factors causing
normal wear to a note.

UNCIRCULATED (Unc. ) : The note is in crisp, clean,
new condition without any folds or creases.

EXTRA FINE (E. F. I : The note is crisp and clean
but shows one or two light folds. Older notes may be
slightly soiled around the edges due to frequent handling.

VERY FINE (V. F.) : The note is still fairly crisp but
shows several heavy folds or light creases with possibly
some soil along the creases. The note may also show
some faint smudges.

FINE (F.) : The note is only partly crisp and shows
a number of folds and light creases along which there
may be slight wear (especially on the larger and older
notes) and soil. There may be some smudges or soil in
spots.

VERY GOOD (V. G.) : The note is no longer crisp
and shows a number of creases. Some wear may occur
along the creases. The note may be somewhat dirty and
faded. The edges may be lightly frayed with a few
small tears. The corners may be bent.

GOOD (G.) : The note begins to have a limp feel due
to a large number of small wrinkles or creases and is
quite soiled. The note may show a few heavy creases
along which the design is worn and very weak. The
note is frayed along the edges with small edge tears,
especially along the major creases. No part of the note
is missing due to being torn off. All parts of the note
are readable.

FAIR (F.) : The note has a very limp feel due to a
great number of small wrinkles or creases throughout.
The note is very dirty and parts of it usually are not
readable. Small holes may occur along the main creases
due to wear, and some of the design is worn through.
The edges are quite well frayed and show a number of
small tears with perhaps one or two larger tears. One
or more small corners of the note may be missing.
(Notes in this condition are not really worth collecting.)
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